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According to the great mathematician Paul Erdös, God maintains perfect mathematical proofs in The Book. This book
presents the authors candidates for such "perfect proofs," those which contain brilliant ideas, clever connections, and
wonderful observations, bringing new insight and surprising perspectives to problems from number theory, geometry,
analysis, combinatorics, and graph theory. As a result, this book will be fun reading for anyone with an interest in
mathematics.
With the growing use of information technology and the recent advances in web systems, the amount of data available to
users has increased exponentially. Thus, there is a critical need to understand the content of the data. As a result, datamining has become a popular research topic in recent years for the treatment of the "data rich and information poor"
syndrome. In this carefully edited volume a theoretical foundation as well as important new directions for data-mining
research are presented. It brings together a set of well respected data mining theoreticians and researchers with practical
data mining experiences. The presented theories will give data mining practitioners a scientific perspective in data mining
and thus provide more insight into their problems, and the provided new data mining topics can be expected to stimulate
further research in these important directions.
Teaching Mathematics is nothing less than a mathematical manifesto. Arising in response to a limited National
Curriculum, and engaged with secondary schooling for those aged 11 ? 14 (Key Stage 3) in particular, this handbook for
teachers will help them broaden and enrich their students’ mathematical education. It avoids specifying how to teach,
and focuses instead on the central principles and concepts that need to be borne in mind by all teachers and textbook
authors—but which are little appreciated in the UK at present.This study is aimed at anyone who would like to think more
deeply about the discipline of ‘elementary mathematics’, in England and Wales and anywhere else. By analysing and
supplementing the current curriculum, Teaching Mathematics provides food for thought for all those involved in school
mathematics, whether as aspiring teachers or as experienced professionals. It challenges us all to reflect upon what it is
that makes secondary school mathematics educationally, culturally, and socially important.
Scientific knowledge grows at a phenomenal pace--but few books have had as lasting an impact or played as important a
role in our modern world as The Mathematical Theory of Communication, published originally as a paper on
communication theory more than fifty years ago. Republished in book form shortly thereafter, it has since gone through
four hardcover and sixteen paperback printings. It is a revolutionary work, astounding in its foresight and
contemporaneity. The University of Illinois Press is pleased and honored to issue this commemorative reprinting of a
classic.
Table of contents
Mathematical Recreations and Essays W. W. Rouse Ball For nearly a century, this sparkling classic has provided
stimulating hours of entertainment to the mathematically inclined. The problems posed here often involve fundamental
mathematical methods and notions, but their chief appeal is their capacity to tease and delight. In these pages you will
find scores of "recreations" to amuse you and to challenge your problem-solving faculties-often to the limit. Now in its
13th edition, Mathematical Recreations and Essays has been thoroughly revised and updated over the decades since its
first publication in 1892. This latest edition retains all the remarkable character of the original, but the terminology and
treatment of some problems have been updated and new material has been added. Among the challenges in store for
you: Arithmetical and geometrical recreations; Polyhedra; Chess-board recreations; Magic squares; Map-coloring
problems; Unicursal problems; Cryptography and cryptanalysis; Calculating prodigies; ... and more. You'll even find
problems which mathematical ingenuity can solve but the computer cannot. No knowledge of calculus or analytic
geometry is necessary to enjoy these games and puzzles. With basic mathematical skills and the desire to meet a
challenge you can put yourself to the test and win. "A must to add to your mathematics library."-The Mathematics
Teacher We are delighted to publish this classic book as part of our extensive Classic Library collection. Many of the
books in our collection have been out of print for decades, and therefore have not been accessible to the general public.
The aim of our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature, and our view is that this
is a significant literary work, which deserves to be brought back into print after many decades. The contents of the vast
majority of titles in the Classic Library have been scanned from the original works. To ensure a high quality product, each
title has been meticulously hand curated by our staff. Our philosophy has been guided by a desire to provide the reader
with a book that is as close as possible to ownership of the original work. We hope that you will enjoy this wonderful
classic work, and that for you it becomes an enriching experience.
This textbook on the basics of option pricing is accessible to readers with limited mathematical training. It is for both
professional traders and undergraduates studying the basics of finance. Assuming no prior knowledge of probability,
Sheldon M. Ross offers clear, simple explanations of arbitrage, the Black-Scholes option pricing formula, and other topics
such as utility functions, optimal portfolio selections, and the capital assets pricing model. Among the many new features
of this third edition are new chapters on Brownian motion and geometric Brownian motion, stochastic order relations and
stochastic dynamic programming, along with expanded sets of exercises and references for all the chapters.
Contains a collection of clever mathematical applications of linear algebra, mainly in combinatorics, geometry, and algorithms. Each chapter
covers a single main result with motivation and full proof in at most ten pages and can be read independently of all other chapters (with minor
exceptions), assuming only a modest background in linear algebra. --from publisher description
Integrating the theory and practice of statistics through a series of case studies, each lab introduces a problem, provides some scientific
background, suggests investigations for the data, and provides a summary of the theory used in each case. Aimed at upper-division students.
This Book Covers A Wide Range Of Topics In Statistics With Conceptual Analysis, Mathematical Formulas And Adequate Details In QuestionAnswer Form. It Furnishes A Comprehensive Overview Of Statistics In A Lucid Manner. The Book Provides Ready-Made Material For All
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Inquisitive Minds To Help Them Prepare For Any Traditional Or Internal Grading System Examination, Competitions, Interviews, Viva-Voce
And Applied Statistics Courses. One Will Not Have To Run From Pillar To Post For Guidance In Statistics. The Answers Are SelfExplanatory. For Objective Type Questions, At Many Places, The Answers Are Given With Proper Hints. Fill-In-The-Blanks Given In Each
Chapter Will Enable The Readers To Revise Their Knowledge In A Short Span Of Time. An Adequate Number Of Multiple-Choice Questions
Inculcate A Deep Understanding Of The Concepts. The Book Also Provides A Good Number Of Numerical Problems, Each Of Which
Requires Fresh Thinking For Its Solution. It Will Also Facilitate The Teachers To A Great Extent In Teaching A Large Number Of Courses, As
One Will Get A Plethora Of Matter At One Place About Any Topic In A Systematic And Logical Manner. The Book Can Also Serve As An
Exhaustive Text.
This is the most authoritative and accessible single-volume reference book on applied mathematics. Featuring numerous entries by leading
experts and organized thematically, it introduces readers to applied mathematics and its uses; explains key concepts; describes important
equations, laws, and functions; looks at exciting areas of research; covers modeling and simulation; explores areas of application; and more.
Modeled on the popular Princeton Companion to Mathematics, this volume is an indispensable resource for undergraduate and graduate
students, researchers, and practitioners in other disciplines seeking a user-friendly reference book on applied mathematics. Features nearly
200 entries organized thematically and written by an international team of distinguished contributors Presents the major ideas and branches
of applied mathematics in a clear and accessible way Explains important mathematical concepts, methods, equations, and applications
Introduces the language of applied mathematics and the goals of applied mathematical research Gives a wide range of examples of
mathematical modeling Covers continuum mechanics, dynamical systems, numerical analysis, discrete and combinatorial mathematics,
mathematical physics, and much more Explores the connections between applied mathematics and other disciplines Includes suggestions for
further reading, cross-references, and a comprehensive index
Now in its third edition, Mathematical Concepts in the Physical Sciences provides a comprehensive introduction to the areas of mathematical
physics. It combines all the essential math concepts into one compact, clearly written reference.
This is an introductory textbook designed for undergraduate mathematics majors with an emphasis on abstraction and in particular, the
concept of proofs in the setting of linear algebra. Typically such a student would have taken calculus, though the only prerequisite is suitable
mathematical grounding. The purpose of this book is to bridge the gap between the more conceptual and computational oriented
undergraduate classes to the more abstract oriented classes. The book begins with systems of linear equations and complex numbers, then
relates these to the abstract notion of linear maps on finite-dimensional vector spaces, and covers diagonalization, eigenspaces,
determinants, and the Spectral Theorem. Each chapter concludes with both proof-writing and computational exercises.
An authorised reissue of the long out of print classic textbook, Advanced Calculus by the late Dr Lynn Loomis and Dr Shlomo Sternberg both
of Harvard University has been a revered but hard to find textbook for the advanced calculus course for decades. This book is based on an
honors course in advanced calculus that the authors gave in the 1960's. The foundational material, presented in the unstarred sections of
Chapters 1 through 11, was normally covered, but different applications of this basic material were stressed from year to year, and the book
therefore contains more material than was covered in any one year. It can accordingly be used (with omissions) as a text for a year's course
in advanced calculus, or as a text for a three-semester introduction to analysis. The prerequisites are a good grounding in the calculus of one
variable from a mathematically rigorous point of view, together with some acquaintance with linear algebra. The reader should be familiar with
limit and continuity type arguments and have a certain amount of mathematical sophistication. As possible introductory texts, we mention
Differential and Integral Calculus by R Courant, Calculus by T Apostol, Calculus by M Spivak, and Pure Mathematics by G Hardy. The reader
should also have some experience with partial derivatives. In overall plan the book divides roughly into a first half which develops the calculus
(principally the differential calculus) in the setting of normed vector spaces, and a second half which deals with the calculus of differentiable
manifolds.

"Our understanding of how the human brain performs mathematical calculations is far from complete. In The Number Sense,
Stanislas Dehaene offers readers an enlightening exploration of the mathematical mind. Using research showing that human
infants have a rudimentary number sense, Dehaene suggests that this sense is as basic as our perception of color, and that it is
wired into the brain. But how then did we leap from this basic number ability to trigonometry, calculus, and beyond? Dehaene
shows that it was the invention of symbolic systems of numerals that started us on the climb to higher mathematics. Tracing the
history of numbers, we learn that in early times, people indicated numbers by pointing to part of their bodies, and how Roman
numerals were replaced by modern numbers. On the way, we also discover many fascinating facts: for example, because Chinese
names for numbers are short, Chinese people can remember up to nine or ten digits at a time, while English-speaking people can
only remember seven. A fascinating look at the crossroads where numbers and neurons intersect, The Number Sense offers an
intriguing tour of how the structure of the brain shapes our mathematical abilities, and how math can open up a window on the
human mind"--Provided by publisher.
Mathematical demography is the centerpiece of quantitative social science. The founding works of this field from Roman times to
the late Twentieth Century are collected here, in a new edition of a classic work by David R. Smith and Nathan Keyfitz.
Commentaries by Smith and Keyfitz have been brought up to date and extended by Kenneth Wachter and Hervé Le Bras, giving a
synoptic picture of the leading achievements in formal population studies. Like the original collection, this new edition constitutes
an indispensable source for students and scientists alike, and illustrates the deep roots and continuing vitality of mathematical
demography.
Praise for the First Edition ". . . an excellent textbook . . . well organized and neatly written." —Mathematical Reviews ". . .
amazingly interesting . . ." —Technometrics Thoroughly updated to showcase the interrelationships between probability, statistics,
and stochastic processes, Probability, Statistics, and Stochastic Processes, Second Edition prepares readers to collect, analyze,
and characterize data in their chosen fields. Beginning with three chapters that develop probability theory and introduce the
axioms of probability, random variables, and joint distributions, the book goes on to present limit theorems and simulation. The
authors combine a rigorous, calculus-based development of theory with an intuitive approach that appeals to readers' sense of
reason and logic. Including more than 400 examples that help illustrate concepts and theory, the Second Edition features new
material on statistical inference and a wealth of newly added topics, including: Consistency of point estimators Large sample
theory Bootstrap simulation Multiple hypothesis testing Fisher's exact test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test Martingales, renewal
processes, and Brownian motion One-way analysis of variance and the general linear model Extensively class-tested to ensure an
accessible presentation, Probability, Statistics, and Stochastic Processes, Second Edition is an excellent book for courses on
probability and statistics at the upper-undergraduate level. The book is also an ideal resource for scientists and engineers in the
fields of statistics, mathematics, industrial management, and engineering.
A collection of stories by the Italian author revolves around idealistic young characters whose search for a romantic ideal usually
ends in dissapointment.
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Programmed Statistics (Question-Answers)New Age International
Note: This is the 3rd edition. If you need the 2nd edition for a course you are taking, it can be found as a "other format" on
amazon, or by searching its isbn: 1534970746 This gentle introduction to discrete mathematics is written for first and second year
math majors, especially those who intend to teach. The text began as a set of lecture notes for the discrete mathematics course at
the University of Northern Colorado. This course serves both as an introduction to topics in discrete math and as the "introduction
to proof" course for math majors. The course is usually taught with a large amount of student inquiry, and this text is written to help
facilitate this. Four main topics are covered: counting, sequences, logic, and graph theory. Along the way proofs are introduced,
including proofs by contradiction, proofs by induction, and combinatorial proofs. The book contains over 470 exercises, including
275 with solutions and over 100 with hints. There are also Investigate! activities throughout the text to support active, inquiry based
learning. While there are many fine discrete math textbooks available, this text has the following advantages: It is written to be
used in an inquiry rich course. It is written to be used in a course for future math teachers. It is open source, with low cost print
editions and free electronic editions. This third edition brings improved exposition, a new section on trees, and a bunch of new and
improved exercises. For a complete list of changes, and to view the free electronic version of the text, visit the book's website at
discrete.openmathbooks.org
A powerful new tool for all forensic accountants, or anyone whoanalyzes data that may have been altered Benford's Law gives the
expected patterns of the digits in thenumbers in tabulated data such as town and city populations orMadoff's fictitious portfolio
returns. Those digits, in unaltereddata, will not occur in equal proportions; there is a large biastowards the lower digits, so much so
that nearly one-half of allnumbers are expected to start with the digits 1 or 2. Thesepatterns were originally discovered by physicist
Frank Benford inthe early 1930s, and have since been found to apply to alltabulated data. Mark J. Nigrini has been a pioneer in
applyingBenford's Law to auditing and forensic accounting, even before hisgroundbreaking 1999 Journal of Accountancy article
introducing thisuseful tool to the accounting world. In Benford's Law, Nigrinishows the widespread applicability of Benford's Law
and itspractical uses to detect fraud, errors, and other anomalies. Explores primary, associated, and advanced tests, all
describedwith data sets that include corporate payments data and electiondata Includes ten fraud detection studies, including
vendor fraud,payroll fraud, due diligence when purchasing a business, and taxevasion Covers financial statement fraud, with data
from Enron, AIG,and companies that were the target of hedge fund short sales Looks at how to detect Ponzi schemes, including
data on Madoff,Waxenberg, and more Examines many other applications, from the Clinton tax returnsand the charitable gifts of
Lehman Brothers to tax evasion andnumber invention Benford's Law has 250 figures and uses 50 interestingauthentic and
fraudulent real-world data sets to explain boththeory and practice, and concludes with an agenda and directionsfor future research.
The companion website adds additionalinformation and resources.
This book, based on Pólya's method of problem solving, aids students in their transition to higher-level mathematics. It begins by providing a
great deal of guidance on how to approach definitions, examples, and theorems in mathematics and ends by providing projects for
independent study. Students will follow Pólya's four step process: learn to understand the problem; devise a plan to solve the problem; carry
out that plan; and look back and check what the results told them.
First-ever comprehensive introduction to the major new subject of quantum computing and quantum information.
Now in dynamic full color, SI ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS: AN INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING, 5e helps students develop the
strong problem-solving skills and solid foundation in fundamental principles they will need to become analytical, detail-oriented, and creative
engineers. The book opens with an overview of what engineers do, an inside glimpse of the various areas of specialization, and a
straightforward look at what it takes to succeed. It then covers the basic physical concepts and laws that students will encounter on the job.
Professional Profiles throughout the text highlight the work of practicing engineers from around the globe, tying in the fundamental principles
and applying them to professional engineering. Using a flexible, modular format, the book demonstrates how engineers apply physical and
chemical laws and principles, as well as mathematics, to design, test, and supervise the production of millions of parts, products, and
services that people use every day. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
In the face of so many daunting near-term challenges, U.S. government and industry are letting the crucial strategic issues of U.S.
competitiveness slip below the surface. Five years ago, the National Academies prepared Rising Above the Gathering Storm, a book that
cautioned: "Without a renewed effort to bolster the foundations of our competitiveness, we can expect to lose our privileged position." Since
that time we find ourselves in a country where much has changed--and a great deal has not changed. So where does America stand relative
to its position of five years ago when the Gathering Storm book was prepared? The unanimous view of the authors is that our nation's outlook
has worsened. The present volume, Rising Above the Gathering Storm, Revisited, explores the tipping point America now faces. Addressing
America's competitiveness challenge will require many years if not decades; however, the requisite federal funding of much of that effort is
about to terminate. Rising Above the Gathering Storm, Revisited provides a snapshot of the work of the government and the private sector in
the past five years, analyzing how the original recommendations have or have not been acted upon, what consequences this may have on
future competitiveness, and priorities going forward. In addition, readers will find a series of thought- and discussion-provoking factoids--many
of them alarming--about the state of science and innovation in America. Rising Above the Gathering Storm, Revisited is a wake-up call. To
reverse the foreboding outlook will require a sustained commitment by both individual citizens and government officials--at all levels. This
book, together with the original Gathering Storm volume, provides the roadmap to meet that goal. While this book is essential for policy
makers, anyone concerned with the future of innovation, competitiveness, and the standard of living in the United States will find this book an
ideal tool for engaging their government representatives, peers, and community about this momentous issue.
The second edition of this book updates and expands upon a historically important collection of mathematical problems first published in the
United States by Birkhäuser in 1981. These problems serve as a record of the informal discussions held by a group of mathematicians at the
Scottish Café in Lwów, Poland, between the two world wars. Many of them were leaders in the development of such areas as functional and
real analysis, group theory, measure and set theory, probability, and topology. Finding solutions to the problems they proposed has been
ongoing since World War II, with prizes offered in many cases to those who are successful. In the 35 years since the first edition published,
several more problems have been fully or partially solved, but even today many still remain unsolved and several prizes remain unclaimed. In
view of this, the editor has gathered new and updated commentaries on the original 193 problems. Some problems are solved for the first
time in this edition. Included again in full are transcripts of lectures given by Stanislaw Ulam, Mark Kac, Antoni Zygmund, Paul Erdös, and
Andrzej Granas that provide amazing insights into the mathematical environment of Lwów before World War II and the development of The
Scottish Book. Also new in this edition are a brief history of the University of Wroc?aw’s New Scottish Book, created to revive the tradition of
the original, and some selected problems from it. The Scottish Book offers a unique opportunity to communicate with the people and ideas of
a time and place that had an enormous influence on the development of mathematics and try their hand on the unsolved problems. Anyone in
the general mathematical community with an interest in the history of modern mathematics will find this to be an insightful and fascinating
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read.
Known for its accessible, precise approach, Epp's DISCRETE MATHEMATICS WITH APPLICATIONS, 5th Edition, introduces discrete
mathematics with clarity and precision. Coverage emphasizes the major themes of discrete mathematics as well as the reasoning that
underlies mathematical thought. Students learn to think abstractly as they study the ideas of logic and proof. While learning about logic
circuits and computer addition, algorithm analysis, recursive thinking, computability, automata, cryptography and combinatorics, students
discover that ideas of discrete mathematics underlie and are essential to today’s science and technology. The author’s emphasis on
reasoning provides a foundation for computer science and upper-level mathematics courses. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Mathematical logic grew out of philosophical questions regarding the foundations of mathematics, but logic has now outgrown its
philosophical roots, and has become an integral part of mathematics in general. This book is designed for students who plan to specialize in
logic, as well as for those who are interested in the applications of logic to other areas of mathematics. Used as a text, it could form the basis
of a beginning graduate-level course. There are three main chapters: Set Theory, Model Theory, and Recursion Theory. The Set Theory
chapter describes the set-theoretic foundations of all of mathematics, based on the ZFC axioms. It also covers technical results about the
Axiom of Choice, well-orderings, and the theory of uncountable cardinals. The Model Theory chapter discusses predicate logic and formal
proofs, and covers the Completeness, Compactness, and Lowenheim-Skolem Theorems, elementary submodels, model completeness, and
applications to algebra. This chapter also continues the foundational issues begun in the set theory chapter. Mathematics can now be viewed
as formal proofs from ZFC. Also, model theory leads to models of set theory. This includes a discussion of absoluteness, and an analysis of
models such as H( ) and R( ). The Recursion Theory chapter develops some basic facts about computable functions, and uses them to prove
a number of results of foundational importance; in particular, Church's theorem on the undecidability of logical consequence, the
incompleteness theorems of Godel, and Tarski's theorem on the non-definability of truth.

This monograph presents a rigorous mathematical introduction to optimal transport as a variational problem, its use in
modeling various phenomena, and its connections with partial differential equations. Its main goal is to provide the reader
with the techniques necessary to understand the current research in optimal transport and the tools which are most
useful for its applications. Full proofs are used to illustrate mathematical concepts and each chapter includes a section
that discusses applications of optimal transport to various areas, such as economics, finance, potential games, image
processing and fluid dynamics. Several topics are covered that have never been previously in books on this subject, such
as the Knothe transport, the properties of functionals on measures, the Dacorogna-Moser flow, the formulation through
minimal flows with prescribed divergence formulation, the case of the supremal cost, and the most classical numerical
methods. Graduate students and researchers in both pure and applied mathematics interested in the problems and
applications of optimal transport will find this to be an invaluable resource.
"To design future networks that are worthy of society's trust, we must put the 'discipline' of computer networking on a
much stronger foundation. This book rises above the considerable minutiae of today's networking technologies to
emphasize the long-standing mathematical underpinnings of the field." -Professor Jennifer Rexford, Department of
Computer Science, Princeton University "This book is exactly the one I have been waiting for the last couple of years.
Recently, I decided most students were already very familiar with the way the net works but were not being taught the
fundamentals-the math. This book contains the knowledge for people who will create and understand future
communications systems." -Professor Jon Crowcroft, The Computer Laboratory, University of Cambridge The Essential
Mathematical Principles Required to Design, Implement, or Evaluate Advanced Computer Networks Students,
researchers, and professionals in computer networking require a firm conceptual understanding of its foundations.
Mathematical Foundations of Computer Networking provides an intuitive yet rigorous introduction to these essential
mathematical principles and techniques. Assuming a basic grasp of calculus, this book offers sufficient detail to serve as
the only reference many readers will need. Each concept is described in four ways: intuitively; using appropriate
mathematical notation; with a numerical example carefully chosen for its relevance to networking; and with a numerical
exercise for the reader. The first part of the text presents basic concepts, and the second part introduces four theories in
a progression that has been designed to gradually deepen readers' understanding. Within each part, chapters are as selfcontained as possible. The first part covers probability; statistics; linear algebra; optimization; and signals, systems, and
transforms. Topics range from Bayesian networks to hypothesis testing, and eigenvalue computation to Fourier
transforms. These preliminary chapters establish a basis for the four theories covered in the second part of the book:
queueing theory, game theory, control theory, and information theory. The second part also demonstrates how
mathematical concepts can be applied to issues such as contention for limited resources, and the optimization of network
responsiveness, stability, and throughput.
Accessible but rigorous, this outstanding text encompasses all of the topics covered by a typical course in elementary
abstract algebra. Its easy-to-read treatment offers an intuitive approach, featuring informal discussions followed by
thematically arranged exercises. This second edition features additional exercises to improve student familiarity with
applications. 1990 edition.
The aim of this graduate textbook is to provide a comprehensive advanced course in the theory of statistics covering
those topics in estimation, testing, and large sample theory which a graduate student might typically need to learn as
preparation for work on a Ph.D. An important strength of this book is that it provides a mathematically rigorous and evenhanded account of both Classical and Bayesian inference in order to give readers a broad perspective. For example, the
"uniformly most powerful" approach to testing is contrasted with available decision-theoretic approaches.
This new and expanded edition is intended to help candidates prepare for entrance examinations in mathematics and
scientific subjects, including STEP (Sixth Term Examination Paper). STEP is an examination used by Cambridge
Colleges for conditional offers in mathematics. They are also used by some other UK universities and many mathematics
departments recommend that their applicants practice on the past papers even if they do not take the
examination.Advanced Problems in Mathematics bridges the gap between school and university mathematics, and
prepares students for an undergraduate mathematics course. The questions analysed in this book are all based on past
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STEP questions and each question is followed by a comment and a full solution. The comments direct the reader's
attention to key points and put the question in its true mathematical context. The solutions point students to the
methodology required to address advanced mathematical problems critically and independently.This book is a must read
for any student wishing to apply to scientific subjects at university level and for anyone interested in advanced
mathematics. This work was published by Saint Philip Street Press pursuant to a Creative Commons license permitting
commercial use. All rights not granted by the work's license are retained by the author or authors.
Copyright: eb9284191fe2fb17ea7c5ebbe6b29ded
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